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The supporting data/code are organised into five folders as follows:


ClusteringAlgorithm:
 -> CIRCA_Clustering.m is a MATLAB function that executes the clustering algorithm. Details of how to use the function are included in the file, and an additional Example.m script shows how the algorithm works on some simulated pairwise similarity data.


Expt1:
Experiment 1 sorting data gives the categorical sorting judgements made by human observers on 80 SYNS images. Column labels should be fairly transparent, but for clarity: ‘task’ = visual dimension along which the images were sorted, ppt = participant number, ‘SYNSscene’ = Unique identifier for scenes in the SYNS database, ‘SYNSView’ = unique identifier for views in the SYNS database (see SYNS.soton.ac.uk to retrieve images), ‘categoryNo’ = sorting judgements made by observers (images assigned to the same category have the same integer. Ordering is arbitrary), and ‘label1’-’label5’ = subject-generated labels. Most subjects used between 1 and 2 labels, so most fields are empty. 


Expt2:
Experiment 2 sorting data is structured similarly to Experiment 1: ‘task’ = visual dimension along which the images were sorted, ppt = participant number, ‘SYNSscene’ = Unique identifier for scenes in the SYNS database, ‘SYNSView’ = unique identifier for views in the SYNS database (see SYNS.soton.ac.uk to retrieve images), ‘categorySelected’ = the category clicked by observers (from a closed set), ‘categoryLabelSelected’ = the label corresponding to the category selected by observers. 


Expt3:
Experiment 3 spatial envelope ratings: ‘ppt’ = participant identifier, ‘SYNSscene’ = Unique identifier for scenes in the SYNS database, ‘SYNSView’ = unique identifier for views in the SYNS database (see SYNS.soton.ac.uk to retrieve images), ‘openness/meandepth/perspective’ = the three spatial envelope dimensions judged by the participants. 

In addition to the human data, we have also provided GIST features extracted from the SYNS images at 5 different spatial resolutions:
SYNS_Gist_Features_1x1.csv    (720 x 32)
SYNS_Gist_Features_2x2.csv    (720 x 128)
SYNS_Gist_Features_4x4.csv    (720 x 512)
SYNS_Gist_Features_8x8.csv    (720 x 2048)
SYNS_Gist_Features_16x16.csv    (720 x 8192)

Each has 720 rows, and a variable number of columns. To retrieve the GIST features for a specific SYNS images, note that they are ordered by scene, and view as follows: [[row 1: Scene 1, View 1],[row 2: Scene 1, View 3],[row 3: Scene 1, View 5],[row 4: Scene 1, View 7],[row 5: Scene 1, View 9],[row 6: Scene 1, View 11],[row 7: Scene 1, View 13],[row 8: Scene 1, View 15],[row 9: Scene 1, View 17],[row 10: Scene 2, View 1]]. In our analyses, we project these GIST features onto PCA bases derived from a different dataset (see Oliva & Ross, 2010, and http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/code/spatialenvelope/). Here we provide the unprojected versions. 


Expt4:
In ‘Greene_SameDiffExpt’txt’,  we provide a subset of the data provided by Michelle Greene, and Analysed in Greene et al. (2016). We found the most densely connected subset of 1000 SUN images (i.e., the images with the largest number of similarity judgements) from a much larger, and much sparser set of ~42,000. 

Each row is a single trial. ‘Image1’ = numerical identifier for the left image, ‘Category1’ = left image’s SUN category, ‘CategoryLabel1’ = SUN category label for left image, ‘Image1URL’ = Left image’s URL (to download individual images, visit http://labelme.csail.mit.edu/Release3.0/Images/users/antonio/static_sun_database/…), ‘Image2’ = numerical identifier for the right image, ‘Category2’ = right image’s SUN category, ‘CategoryLabel2’ = SUN category label for right image, ‘Image2URL’ = right image’s URL. 


